ENZ-ALL
One of the most powerful enzymes in the industry, formulated to deal with the toughest protein,
oily or heavy duty ground in soil. Can be used as a traffic lane cleaner/pre spray, or a very
effective spotter. Particularly effective on ground in commercial applications.
Hints and tips
For use on all protein related stains
Effectively removes blood, vomit, grass and food
stains from carpet. Spray onto the carpet, work
in, and extract Enz-All™ has also been found to
be extremely effective in the removal of urine and
feces stains.

DIRECTIONS
Mix 1 and a half / two scoops (2-3 powdered
ounces) of Enz-All™ to 4 Litres of hot (1200 to
1500 F) water. Spray evenly on the carpet, brush
in, and allow 2-5 minutes dwell time. Extract
using Chemspec’s Liquid or Powdered Formula
90™.

Cuts through food grease fast
With a pH of 11.5 – 12.5 Enz-All™ is “hot”
enough to cut through difficult food grease
problems, even the grease that defies highpressure extraction. When used as a pre spray,
Enz-All™ will break down the thickest, caked-on
kitchen grease or the thinnest body oils with
ease.

Long shelf life
Enz-All™ has an indefinite shelf life when
undiluted. Once diluted, Enz-All™ is effective for
12 to 24 hours. For fastest action, greatest
cleaning and quickest emulsification, always mix
fresh.

Double as a spotter
To use as a protein spotter, mix one scoop of
Enz-All™ to one litrehot water. Enz-All™ works
well even at room temperatures and is superior in
performance on all food-related stains Effective
blood removal can be achieved by mixing the
Enzall hot as per directions and allowing the
solution to go cold before use.

Enz-All Characteristics
pH @ use:
11.5 – 12.5
Coverage:
Up to 200 sq mtrs per 42g
Dilution:
1 scoop to 4L hot water
T/M 10 scoops to 4L water
Appearance:
Off white powder
Fragrance:
Floral
Packaging:
Single 2.5kg or case of 4
Re-order Code:
Single: UKENZA6
Case: UKENZA24
PRE TEST ALL AREAS TO BE TREATED

